
TROUBLE SHOOTING STEPS 
 
 
 
First is how to connect / reconnect to wifi, second part is the things to try if it doesn’t connect: 

 

1st. 

If connectivity is lost between your Wi-Fi FocusPRO (RTH6580WF) thermostat, please follow the steps listed 

below: 

 

If your device was previously connected to the home Wi-Fi network, remove the faceplate of the thermostat for 30 

seconds and then reattach it. After 2 minutes, attempt to change the thermostat temperature via the My Total 

Connect Comfort Mobile App or web portal. If the thermostat still shows as offline, perform the following: 

 

1. Verify WI-FI SETUP is displayed across the top of the screen. If WI-FI SETUP is not displayed, locate the 

thermostat model number (located on the back of the thermostat face plate) and perform the steps below for your 

model: 

TH6320WF1, RTH6580WF:  

Press and Hold Fan and Up arrow for 10-15 seconds. 

Press Next until 39 appears on the left side of the screen. 

Use the Down arrow to change the 1 on the right side of the screen to 0, press Done. WiFi Setup will appear on the 

thermostat screen, flashing. 

 

TH8320WF, RTH8580WF: 

Press the “system” button on the face of the thermostat. 

Press and hold the 2nd and 4th blank box for approximately 10-15 seconds. 

Using the Up and Down arrows on the left side of the screen, change the number on the left to 0900. 

Using the Up and Down arrows on the right side of the screen, change the 1 to a 0 and press DONE. 

WiFi Setup will appear on the thermostat screen, flashing. 

 

2. On a wireless device (tablet, laptop, smartphone), open the "Settings" to view the list of available Wi-Fi networks. 

Connect to the network named "NewThermostat_123456" (the number will vary). 

3. Open a web browser to access the Thermostat Wi-Fi Setup page. The browser should automatically direct you to 

the correct page. If you are not automatically re-directed, enter '192.168.1.1' into the address bar of the web browser 

and press enter to navigate to the Thermostat Wi-Fi Setup page. 

4. Find the name of the home network on this page and select it. 

5. Enter the password. 

6. Select 'CONNECT'. 

7. Once completed, the thermostat display will read Wi-Fi Setup Connection Successful. 



2nd.                          

Why can't I connect to WiFi? How do I reset my wifi? Why do I keep losing Wifi connection? 

Connect to a 2.4 GHz network with it’s own SSID (Network Name) 

Router is set for DHCP, No Static Networks  

FocusPRO and VisionPRO thermostats need to be able to reach the following IP addresses, ensure they are not 

being blocked by the router: 

REDIR 1 ................ auiredir1.alarmnet.com (204.141.57.100) {port 443}  

REDIR 2 ................ auiredir2.alarmnet.com (204.141.57.101) {port 443}  

REDIR 3 ................ Test to IP address only (12.149.218.73) {port 443}  

Control Server ..... controlserver.alarmnet.com (204.141.58.115) {ports 80, 443} 

Data Server1 ....... dataserver1.alarmnet.com (204.141.58.80) {port 443}  

Data Server2 ....... dataserver2.alarmnet.com (204.141.58.81) {port 443} 

Network is a standard home network and does not require logging in from a web page, such as a guest network or 

business network 

Wi-Fi network is using one of the following security protocols: OPEN, WEP PSK, WPA TKIP PSK, WPA2 AES 

PSK, WPA2 MIXED PSK 

Honeywell Wi-Fi thermostats are NOT recommended for use with the following security protocols: WPA AES 

PSK, WPA2 TKIP PSK 

Power cycle the thermostat for 30 seconds.   - Clears short term memory  

Power cycle the router for 30 seconds. - Clears short term memory and resets router tasks 

Verify the Wi-Fi router does not have a limit to the number of devices that can be connected. - refer to router 

support / ISP 

Make sure the device you are connecting to is on the same network as the mobile device. “Forget” all other 

networks, and turn off mobile data. - OR - turn on "Airplane Mode" and then turn on Wi-Fi and connect to the 

same Wi-Fi network the thermostat will be connected to. 

Correct password for the Wi-Fi network is being used? A good test would be to try to connect a mobile device 

with an internet browser to the Wi-Fi network using the password to see if it connects to the internet. 
 

Proper voltage and the wiring is correct?  - volt meter set to VAC ~, reading between 20-30VAC? 

Try connecting the thermostat using a mobile hotspot, or to another wifi router/ signal  

Use a different mobile device for the setup process. - remember tablets work too 

Make sure the thermostat is not connecting to a Wireless Access Point or a Mesh Network, sometimes they don't 

provide an IP address in a way the thermostat can use. 

Verify the router is not using any advanced security, such as after-market firewalls, or connected to any network 

switch which may have it’s own security 

 
 

 


